
Here's what you need to know when you plan 
and work a Walmart event.

Submissions for Walmart informal sales events are handled in a unique 
fashion. Rather than go directly through Cigna-HealthSpring, you will send 
all Walmart sales event requests to DirectHealthTM and they will advise 
Cigna-HealthSpring of your event’s status, including changes and cancellations.

What follows is a snapshot of what you’ll need to know to plan a Walmart event. For more in-depth detail, 
the DirectHealthTM Reference Guide can be found on their Agent Portal.  There, you can learn more about:

›  Your requirements to attend a Walmart event

›  When you must submit requests

›  How and where to sign up to attend an event

›  How to change or cancel previous submissions

Should you have any additional questions, contact your General Agency or Field Marketing Organization.

What is a Walmart event?
It’s an informal sales event at a Walmart store. An appointed and certified Cigna-HealthSpring representative 
sta�s a table there and can discuss the details of our plans when approached by Walmart patrons.

Who can present at a Walmart event?
Only agents who are appointed and certified to represent Cigna-HealthSpring products.
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How are my sales activities at Walmart events monitored?
Cigna-HealthSpring and CMS (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services) will frequently Secret Shop 
Walmart events to assess the following:

›  Were you present at the kiosk at the time of the event?
›  Did you make it clear that you do not work for Medicare or the government?
›  Did you invite people to your kiosk or did you let them approach you?

›  Did you call out any questions beyond a common greeting?

›  Were there any gifts or giveaways? If so, did they follow CMS guidelines?

›  Did you make any absolute statements about the products?

›  Did you hand out any marketing materials that did not have the approved CMS code?

What sales activities are permitted 
at a Walmart event? 

You may:
 Accept applications and enroll beneficiaries.

 Set up individual sales appointments.* 

 Request permission to call the prospect. 

 O�er to schedule an individual sales 
 appointment if you are already engaged with 
 a customer when another approaches the kiosk.*
 Proactively discuss our plan's merits, but only
 if a prospect approaches you at your table. 

 Hand out any approved plan brochures and pre-
 enrollment advertising materials. This includes:

 › Enrollment forms
 › Business reply cards
 › Lead cards
 › Business cards

What sales activities are NOT 
permitted at a Walmart event?

You may not: 

› Serve meals.

› Require attendees to provide contact 
 information… 

 › On sign-in sheets
 › In order to participate in a ra�e
 › As a prerequisite for attending the event

› Compare one plan to another by name, 
 unless both sponsors have agreed.

› Conduct "cherry-picking" activities such 
 as health screenings.

* Requires a Scope of Appointment form
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Filing a Walmart event with DirectHealthTM

Access DirectHealthTM Agent Portal Scheduling tool to file new, changed, or canceled Walmart sales events. 
The tool allows you to make changes or cancellations up to 7 days before the event. For all changes to 
events that are scheduled in less than 7 days, you must contact DirectHealthTM.

New sales events 
New sales events are defined as events that you’ve never submitted before. They must be submitted to 
DirectHealthTM at least 15 calendar days before the event date to ensure compliant reporting to CMS.

Canceled sales events 
Canceled sales events have been successfully submitted to DirectHealthTM but will no longer be 
conducted. They include:

›  Events that won’t occur at all

›  Store location change, i.e. di�erent store number

›  Change in the event month

›  Contract year change

›  Contract number change

Note: In the event of a cancellation, see the Instructions for canceled events section below.

Changed sales events 
It’s considered a change if there are any event modifications beyond the circumstances listed in the 
Canceled sales events section above. For example, if the Cigna-HealthSpring agent working the event was 
replaced by a di�erent Cigna-HealthSpring agent, that would be considered a change. 

    NOTE:  You are permitted to make 5 changes/cancellations through the 
    Agent Portal before you are blocked and must request the change directly 
    from DirectHealthTM.

What are the top reasons an event filing is rejected?

1  The Date, Time, Facility Type, Venue Phone Number, or Venue Zip Code fields were incorrectly formatted.

2  The wrong template was used to submit your event.
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Instructions for canceled events
If an event is canceled within 48 hours of the scheduled date OR if it is canceled due to non-attendance, 
you must: 

›  Notify your General Agency or Field Marketing Organization and DirectHealthTM to ensure your

   events are filed accurately and timely.

›  Post a sign stating that the event was canceled and include notice of alternate event opportunities.

›  Appear at the site at the scheduled time and stay 15 additional minutes, unless the event was canceled  

   due to inclement weather.

›  Advise attendees of the cancellation and distribute permitted information.

If an event is canceled more than 48 hours prior to the scheduled date, you must: 

›  Notify your General Agency or Field Marketing Organization and DirectHealthTM to ensure your

   events are filed accurately and timely.

›  Coordinate with your General Agency or Field Marketing Organization and DirectHealthTM to notify   

  beneficiaries in the same way you advertised the event (e.g., phone call, newspaper announcement).

NOTE: Keep documentation of your cancellation for CMS request.  

Cigna-HealthSpring greatly appreciates your partnership and participation in the Walmart informal 
events. Adherence to Cigna-HealthSpring Policies and Guidance is necessary at all times; failure to do 
so may result in remediation actions by our Sales Development Action Committee, which could include 
losing the privilege to conduct informal events in Walmart stores.


